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IN THIS TOOLKIT…

you will find materials that will assist you with creating a robust internship program for your organization. As
the only entity in New Hampshire that is 100% devoted to increasing the number of young people who stay,
work, and play in the Granite State, being a conduit in promoting the workforce opportunities of New
Hampshire employers to young talent is part of our everyday work.
In discussions with employers throughout the Granite State, there are a multitude of challenges the
businesses in our state are facing when it comes to finding new staff – a low unemployment rate, increased
competition for employees, growth in business with little time to create a formal internship program, impact
on staff oversight and workload, a lack of an official human resources department, etc.
This guide will help you to determine how your company could benefit from the knowledge and talent of a
student and how a student could benefit from participating in an internship with your company. Included
you will find best practices, legal information, sample documentation and checklists, in addition to contact
information for those that can be great resources in the development and management of an internship
program.
The goal for this toolkit is to assist with creating a formal program for employers to develop a talent pipeline
for their current and future staffing needs. As students step into internships, they are provided real-world
experience with New Hampshire companies, which ultimately may lead to permanent job placement. This
cultivates a strong workforce pipeline in the Granite State – and directly impacts the state’s economic
future.
Please note that not all the information needs to be used, but can serve as a tool to be used at your
company’s discretion.
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Introduction

Stay Work Play NH’s goal is to
encourage students, 20 and 30
“somethings” to stay in, come to,
or “boomerang” back to New
Hampshire. Our organization is
the only one in New Hampshire
that is 100% devoted to
increasing the number of young
people who stay, work, and play
in the Granite State.

MISSION
STATEMENT

“To work collaboratively across New Hampshire to support
ongoing economic, workforce, and community development
by promoting the state as a favorable place for young workers
and recent college graduates to stay work or play when
considering employment and lifestyle opportunities.”
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INTERNSHIPS
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IN·TERN·SHIP
ˈinˌtərnˌSHip/ noun

The position of a student or trainee
who works in an organization,
sometimes without pay, in order to
gain work experience or satisfy
requirements for a qualification.

Just as employers vary in size, industry and product, the term internship can
come to mean a variety of definitions. As developing a quality internship
program is an ultimate goal for this guide, it will reference the universal
definition of “internship” from the National Association of Colleges and
Employers (NACE):
“An internship is a form of experiential learning that integrates knowledge and
theory learned in the classroom with practical application and skills development
in a professional setting. Internships give students the opportunity to gain
valuable applied experience and make connections in professional fields they are
considering for career paths; and give employers the opportunity to guide and
evaluate talent. “

Essentially, an internship is an educational learning opportunity that takes
place out of the classroom providing students with real-world experience
and allows employers the opportunity to “test-drive” students for
recruitment. By developing this workforce pipeline, businesses have the
opportunity to find potential future employees – leading to permanent job
placement.

WHY HAVE AN
INTERNSHIP?
Whether a newly formed business, a nonprofit organization or an established company, internship
programs provide employers many valuable benefits any business can use, including assistance with
accounting, marketing, research, IT services, human resources - to name just a few areas where interns
can provide assistance. Companies with multiple departments can create internships specific to the
tasks and projects they are in need of – all of which can affect the bottom line.

Benefits to Employers

Benefits to Students

Benefits to Communities

∙
∙
∙

∙

∙

∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙

Try out young talent
Fresh perspective and ideas
Use current technology to
increase the organization’s
intellectual capital
Enhance team’s productivity
Accomplish long-term goals
or objectives
Increase diversity and access
students with special skills
and/or knowledge
Provide a management
opportunity for mid-level
staff
Provide full-time employees
with more time to focus on
other essential tasks
Year-long source of
motivated pre-professionals
Ability to retain interns as
new hires making for lower
training costs and turnover

∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙

∙

Gain real-word work
experience
Develop skills and abilities
Expands professional and
personal networks
Boosts resume
Earn college credit and
fulfill degree
requirements
Discover a valuable career
path or field of study
Become more connected
with their local
communities
Can lead to a full-time,
permanent position

∙

∙

Prepares, develops and
creates a local, future
workforce
Building relationships
between students,
workforce, education, and
business, the community’s
talent will be more likely to
remain in the area –
preventing “brain drain”
Strengthens relationships
with local colleges and
universities and increases
visibility on campus

TYPES
One of the first steps in moving forward with an
internship program is to determine the scope of work
your company needs and the type of internship you
will be offering. How many hours per week do you
want the intern to work? Keep in mind, during the
school year, they will be meeting academic
requirements. There are several considerations:

Credit bearing or non-credit bearing
Students should meet with their career services advisor for more information on what’s involved with a
credit bearing internship, as they may be responsible for additional reporting requirements for fulfillment.
With internships gaining in popularity, some schools are making an internship a requirement for graduation.
Additionally, most schools will offer academic credit to those looking to be part of an internship experience.
Ultimately, it falls to the student to assume the responsibility of looking into getting the requirements for
receiving the credit. Requirements may include a specific amount of credit hours, paperwork completion, a
written or oral presentation or report, site visits or a discussion between employer and point of contact at
school.

Paid or unpaid (find more under ‘Internship Compensation’)
Duration
Internships normally run during the course of an academic semester, though this may vary depending on the
needs of your business and the availability of the student.
• Fall internship – Generally run from the end of August/beginning of September through December.
• Spring internship – Generally run from sometime in January though the beginning of May.
• Summer internship – Generally run between the spring and fall semesters.
• Other timeframes may be available and would need to be arranged with the student and the institution’s
career services department.

Time commitment
•
•

Students may be required to fulfill a minimum amount of internship hours if they are seeking academic
credit.
Full-time or part-time hours (to be determined by the supervisor and the student).
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DEVELOPMENT
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DEVELOPING A QUALITY INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
Just like employers vary in size and industry, internships should not be treated the
same. Designing an internship program should be specific to your business needs.
What kind of program will work best for you?
Developing an internship program specific to meeting your company’s needs must take shape by
including the key players. Brining in various members of higher and mid-level management to discuss
upcoming goals and projects can provide great insight as to the position you are looking to fill. Coming
up with project deadlines, written goals, expectations and outcomes will help for making for a great
experience. This will address concerns with management and staff. Reach out to members of
management to detect their needs and develop necessary positions. Also consider why an intern
would find it beneficial to work for you.
Take the following into consideration when thinking about developing a program:
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

What are the main goals of your company’s internship program? Do you need assistance with
research or a specific project? Will you be using the program to act as a pipeline for potential
full-time employees? Examine your current recruitment needs to see if there are upcoming
positions to be filled, certain skill sets that are needed or positions that are difficult to hire for.
What do you want the intern to learn while they are at your company? What types of
educational opportunities can you provide to the intern? Look at the current work activities to
see if there are projects that need be started or completed. Consider projects that are not only
beneficial to your organization, but will provide for an educational opportunity (and potentially
challenging) to the student.
Who would be the best person/supervisor for the intern to work with? Can this person serve as
the main point of contact with the university? Select an individual who has the resources and
time to dedicate to making the internship experience a successful one for the intern and the
company.
Would having an intern be beneficial to members of management and other staff members?
Potentially by providing managerial or supervisory experience opportunities?
Does your company have the resources and the space in which to accommodate an intern?
What tools would you need to ensure the intern was able to complete their work effectively?
Are specific skills or knowledge required to fulfill the work to be accomplished?
Are you looking for certain requirements of the students? Majors or programs of study? Year in
school? GPA?
Can your internship provide additional professional development opportunities such as
networking or attending events, workshops, conferences, etc.
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INTERNSHIP COMPENSATION
The most frequently asked question is how much an intern should be paid. Though pay is
a competitive factor in an intern’s decision – ultimately, they are looking for a meaningful
experience. Interns make for great workers – they are excited to learn, want to make a
good impression and are looking for permanent employment opportunities. The small
investment on wages (and potential benefits) could provide for future, long-term
employees. When possible, paid internships should be your first choice. Minimum wage or
even a simple stipend can be considered a great benefit to an intern.
Under the U.S. Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA), an internship must satisfy the following seven criteria
before it is considered unpaid:
• The extent to which the intern and the employer clearly understand that there is no expectation of
compensation. Any promise of compensation, express or implied, suggests that the intern is an
employee—and vice versa.
• The extent to which the internship provides training that would be similar to that which would be
given in an educational environment, including the clinical and other hands-on training provided by
educational institutions.
• The extent to which the internship is tied to the intern’s formal education program by integrated
coursework or the receipt of academic credit.
• The extent to which the internship accommodates the intern’s academic commitments by
corresponding to the academic calendar.
• The extent to which the internship’s duration is limited to the period in which the internship provides
the intern with beneficial learning.
• The extent to which the intern’s work complements, rather than displaces, the work of paid employees
while providing significant educational benefits to the intern.
• The extent to which the intern and the employer understand that the internship is conducted without
entitlement to a paid job at the conclusion of the internship.

5 QUICK TIPS
Determine needs and set
goals for the program

Define a
work-plan

Recruit a
qualified
intern

Manage the
Intern

Conduct
evaluation and
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follow-up

Paid Internships
Paid internships may lead to broader scope of interested candidates and the rate can be either an hourly
or salary. The amount an intern should be paid will often vary upon industry, scope of duties assigned, if
there are additional compensation benefits provided, etc. Generally speaking, compensation for an intern
is $11.00 – 14.00 although some employers may pay as much as an entry-level position.

Unpaid Internships
• In the state of New Hampshire, it is required that any internship position that is unpaid or considered
“sub wage” (under New Hampshire’s minimum wage amount of $7.25) must receive the New Hampshire
Department of Labor’s (NH DOL) approval prior to pursuing.
• Complete the employer portion of the ‘Application for Pre-Screening of School to Work Business
Partner’ form. The institution you are working with will complete their portion. The completed form
should be emailed to InspectionDiv@dol.nh.gov.
• Your business’s identity will be verified and will be evaluated to ensure you have workers’
compensation coverage (if applicable) and the establishment of a safety program (if
applicable). You should have a response within five business days.
• Once approved, your business name will be listed on the list of ‘Approved Sites’ and a member of
the educational institution will be in touch with next steps. Your business is good for one year from
time of approval.
• Next, in conjunction with the internship coordinator at the educational institution, you will be asked to
complete the ‘Approval Form for Non-Paid Work-Based Activities.’ Have a copy of the internship
position description handy. Once the employer portion is completed, the completed form should be
emailed to InspectionDiv@dol.nh.gov with a cc to the internship coordinator for their records.

Alternative Forms
• Stipend – Generally a modest amount that is provided at the end of the internship. The amount may be
determined based on the student’s performance.
• Events and Workshops – Providing an opportunity for an intern to gain new skills and experiences by
attending professional off-site events and workshops. As most of these types of experiences are not a typical
part of a student’s budget, this can be an appealing perk.
• Training – Students may not use or have access to professional software or applications while in school.
Teaching them how to use customer relationship management software, communication and collaborative
tools, photo and editing software and cloud based services will help them be more productive throughout
their internship and provide long-term benefit.
• Meals and transportation – Many college students have a frugal budget when it comes to expenses. Provide
complimentary food, coffee or other beverages during an internship is an attractive prospect. Similarly,
compensating gas, parking, toll and/or public transportation costs helps with travel expenses.
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CREATING A JOB DESCRIPTION

As an internship should be an educational experience, there needs to be an educational component
to the program. The work activities should be complementary to the intern’s major and program of
study and be considered as part of the student’s academic program. An internship is not a job and
should not, in any way, replace a permanent employee.
However, similar to creating a position description for an employee, one will need to be created for
an internship position. This description will be used to measure goals and accomplishments made
during the duration of the internship. In drafting the description, make a list of the goals to be
achieved and the various activities that will need to be completed in order to reach these goals.
The description will include position information and the roles and responsibilities for an ideal
candidate to be used during the recruiting process. Be sure to clearly explain the duties of the intern.
Consider including the following components to the description:
• Employer name and location
• Position title
• Duties and responsibilities associated with the position
• Name of the department in which the internship will be performed
• Expectations regarding outcomes of the projects/tasks
• Required/desired majors, year in school or GPA
• Qualifications or special/technical skills that are needed to perform duties
• Duration of internship and time requirements (weekly/total amount of hours)
• Number of openings
• Compensation and/or other benefits
• Application materials and process - how to apply and materials to include (cover letter, resume,
portfolio, samples, etc.) and contact person’s information
See ‘Sample Intern Position Description – PR & Marketing Internship’ for a completed description.
Use this as a template when determining a format that will be helpful in creating a position listing for
your company.

Develop challenging work that can be accomplished
during the intern’s time with the company.
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RECRUITMENT
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RECRUITMENT EFFORTS
Now that the description is complete, it’s
time for getting the word out about your
open position. It is recommended that you
begin your recruitment efforts no later than
four months prior to the start of the
internship. With a low unemployment rate in
the state and a competitive market, it is
crucial to post internships early and use
multiple platforms to share the opportunity.
There are several resources that are available
to you, both online and off.

Average # of months in
advance of start date
that employers begin
recruiting interns
(NACE 2018 Internship & Co-op Report)

8
Online
•NHInternships.com – Stay Work Play has its own database geared for New
Hampshire employers only. Employers may post for free with unlimited positions
and as often as necessary. This open resource is unique in that students currently
enrolled in higher education in New Hampshire (retention), and students native to
the state that are enrolled in school elsewhere, have access to the platform
(attraction). NHInternships.com serves as a great opportunity for New Hampshire
employers to connect with students at NH colleges and universities, as well as NH
students attending out-of-state schools who are looking for summer internships
in their home state.
•College and university career management systems – The online management
systems can be found by visiting each of the college and university websites. In
addition to posting internship and employment opportunities, resources and
information about career fairs will be listed on the portals.
•Online job boards – National databases, such as Internships.com, Indeed, WayUp,
CareerBuilder, are other popular options in which to search and post available
internships.
•Social Media – Use strong keywords when promoting your available internship
positions through social media channels like LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter.
LinkedIn and Facebook allow companies to publish in-depth positions.
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Career Fairs
This is a great opportunity to get in front of students and tell them more about your
company and its available positions. Encourage staff and members of management to get
involved in this part of the recruiting process. Also consider inviting current/past interns
to speak on behalf of their experience. Having young people at your table will offer a peer
perspective to the potential applicants. Students should be prepared with resumes and
questions - wanting to know more about your company and the work that you do. As this
is an in-person event, it may provide for an opportunity to schedule an interview following
the first meeting.

Partnerships/Relationships
• Career advisors - Each post-secondary institution has a department dedicated to
building relationships with employers. By creating strong, lasting relationships with the
individuals in these offices, employers have a direct connection to students and the
talent you are seeking – and can greatly reduce the amount of time finding ideal
candidates. Find contact information for New Hampshire’s colleges and universities at
the ‘Career Advisor Directory’ at the back of this toolkit.
• Professors/Coaches/Student Groups – Forming relationships with professors, coaches
and the leadership of student groups will provide another direct line of recruitment. As
these individuals are connected with students on a regular basis, they are aware of the
scope of talent in their classroom.
• Guest Speakers – Participate in the classroom! Send an ambassador to speak on behalf
of your company, its work and vision, and the opportunities for students and their
career paths.
• Referrals – Ask interns that have had a successful experience with your internship to
share the information with others. They may know other students that are looking for
opportunities and would be willing to connect your company to their peer network.

Find a great recruit?
Incorporate their skill set
within an internship program.

Connect with career
advisors to create
position opportunities.
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SELECTION AND INTERVIEW PROCESS
The internship may be the first professional experience for a student. Their resume may
include involvement with a volunteer organization, a student or athletic group on campus,
part-time work experience, or academic achievements. The skills gained from these
experiences can often be transferred into a professional work environment. You will be
spending time (and potentially money) on this candidate getting them acclimated to your
company, so choose someone you consider to make a good employee, especially, if your
company is building a workforce pipeline of young talent.
You’ve found several potential candidates and you are ready to begin the interview
process. Once you’ve determined your top candidates, arrange interviews in a timely
fashion - ideally within three to five days. The process is similar to that of hiring a
permanent employee and will give you an opportunity to determine if the candidate has
the skills and abilities you are seeking, has done research on your company and will be a
good culture fit with your team.
Use the ‘Intern Interview Questions’ as a guide for prepping for interviews.

Limited on time? Consider an initial screening
with a phone interview.
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After a group of applicants are selected and there is interest in bringing them on your team,
contact references and perform background checks (if applicable). Each candidate should receive
follow-up communication (via email, letter or telephone) after the interview, either to offer the
position to the intern you would like to have as part of your team or to say “no thank you” to the
applicants that do not match your requirements. For examples on language to use when
communicating with candidates, please see the ‘Interview Follow-Up’ template.
Upon the acceptance of an offer from a student and in preparation for orientation, you will want
to provide them with:
• Start date and time
• Directions and parking information
• Compensation
• Attire
• Topics and discussion points covered during orientation
• A list of items to come prepared with (i.e. identification, equipment, etc.)

PREPARING FOR THE INTERN
In preparing for the intern, establish a dedicated workspace and gather the equipment
that will be available for the duration of their internship. Once goals, compensation, the
workspace and a general description of the position are identified, the next step is
producing a work plan. This plan will include the purpose, expectations and timelines of
the position and should involve the insight of the supervisor that will be working directly
with the intern.
Identifying the appropriate individual that will act as the intern’s supervisor will ensure
the success of the intern. This person will be the one overseeing the intern’s performance,
answering questions, providing appropriate feedback and support, managing expectations
and deliverables during the intern’s time at your company. The supervisor can act as the
main point of contact with the educational institution as well.
To give your intern a sense of their various tasks and responsibilities, create a work plan.
This should include daily/weekly/monthly goals so the intern can understand they will be
held accountable for the work they are producing – this helps to establish a foundation for
a solid work ethic. Use the ‘Internship Work Plan’ template as a reference.
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ORIENTATION

The onboarding process is instrumental in setting the stage for the internship. Their
orientation will serve as the first impression of your company and will set the expectation
of the internship. Relaying information about the company’s vision and mission, goals,
structure and activities will showcase how the company operates and the role the intern
plays in the company. Use the ‘Sample Orientation Outline/Checklist’ as a tool in
organizing the first steps of orientation.

Prior to the intern starting
• Set-up organized workspace and provide necessary equipment
• Create intern’s company email address and login credentials for necessary applications and
databases
• Connect with supervisor about start date and other relevant onboarding information
• Create student’s intern folder
• Develop work plan
• Print necessary first day paperwork materials

The goals of the orientation should be to:
• Introduce the organization, its mission and the intern’s role
• Review job description and expectations
• Tour facility
• Make introductions to staff and management team
• Show how to use necessary office equipment
• Provide overview of company policies and procedures
• Complete onboarding paperwork
• Form W-4
• Form I-9
• New Hire Reporting Form
• Additional paperwork - payroll, acknowledgements, etc. (if necessary)

23.6 Days

Average time from interview to offer

(NACE 2017 Recruiting Benchmarks Survey Report)
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MANAGEMENT
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MANAGING AN INTERN
The relationship of the supervisor and the intern is an important one. This is an
opportunity to understand how to work with the incoming workforce and incorporate
them into the future workforce of your company. The student will look to their supervisor
as a key individual in kick-starting their professional experience. Supervisors should be
providing ongoing, honest, formal and informal feedback to the intern throughout the
internship – open communication is key. Feedback regarding the progress of the intern
will assist in evaluating their level of readiness in the workplace and allow for your
company to reflect on the success of your program. During the time of the internship, the
educational institution may ask for progress reports or an evaluation for grading.
When monitoring an intern’s progress:
• Provide a detailed explanation of expectations – this could be a student’s first
professional experience!
• Schedule regularly occurring meetings
• Be aware of the daily/weekly/monthly tasks
• Set goals for completion of tasks and projects
• Provide opportunities for increased responsibility as the internship develops
• Encourage the intern to keep a portfolio of their work
• Half way through the internship, if not before, an ‘Intern Progress Review Form’ should
be completed to evaluate the intern’s progress. This document will serve as a reference
guide in tracking the development of the intern to ensure they know where they stand
and are working to meet the goals of the position.

Students may be disappointed if they are bored or
stagnant. CHALLENGE THEM!
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CONCLUSION OF AN INTERNSHIP
Evaluating the intern at the close of the internship is as beneficial to the student as
well as to the company. Develop a formalized document (similar to the ‘Intern
Progress Review Form’) to present to the intern prior to them leaving. in addition to
having a discussion via an exit interview. Use competencies to evaluate the skills,
abilities and knowledge of the intern, and the program goals and their outcomes, to
measure and evaluate the success of the intern. Use the ‘Intern Evaluation Form’ as a
template for your appraisal.

You may also choose to follow up with an in-person exit interview. In the interview,
use this opportunity to ask the student about their honest experience. This should
include feedback about their individual progress, but also include specifics to the
internship program in and of itself – providing your company with feedback that
can help you improve upon future programming. In addition to the intern’s
supervisor, think about including a member of human resources or other
department managers in the conversation.
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Consider the following conversation:
• Discuss intern’s strengths and areas of opportunity. What did the student excel
at? What could they work to improve upon?
• Discuss intern’s career goals and plans. What did they learn from the internship
that may impact their future?
• Did the intern meet or exceed the expectations?
• Discuss the success of measurable goals. Were goals and deadlines met for
assignments?
• What motivated the intern to take this position?
• What does the intern recommend to improve upon the internship program?
Include recruitment, orientation, communication, etc.
• What tools or resources would have made the intern become more efficient or
productive in their position?
• Is there something that the intern was hoping to accomplish or learn that wasn’t
covered during the duration of the internship?
• To improve upon future programming, what does the intern wish they had known
prior to the internship?
• Schedule the exit interview for the final day of the internship. Encourage the
intern to be honest and candid in their responses – let them know that their
feedback will be taken into consideration for future internship programming.
Knowing that they have the opportunity to be open and communicate their
experience will show that your company cares about their opinion and making
the program a successful outcome for future participants.

45.6% Days

Average conversion rate from
intern to full-time hire

(NACE 2018 Internship & Co-op Report)
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Start recruitment early.
On average, posting about the opportunity should take place 6 – 8 months before you
want the position filled. And the position should be posted no later than 3 – 4 months
prior to the start of the internship – if you want to remain competitive.
Provide interns with a meaningful work.
This will likely impact the success rate of your intern. The more you involve them with the
processes and showcase how the work they are doing influences day-to-day operations or
will impact the bottom line, the intern will have a better understanding of why they are
doing the work. Appreciation and completion is very important. Also, by the student
having sole responsibility of a task or assignment gives them a sense of accomplishment
and pride knowing that are part of a team.
Preparation is key.
Take the time to develop and create a solid onboarding plan. This will directly contribute
to the success of your intern and potentially having them as a permanent member in your
company.
Establish relationships with the career services and employer relations departments.
All of the New Hampshire colleges and universities have a department that is dedicated to
the placement of their students. These individuals are key to providing direct and
consistent talent in your workforce pipeline.
Provide interns with resources.
Just as your company is using this toolkit as a resource, students benefit from using
resources in developing their “professional” toolkits. Give them the tools to be successful
at your company - information about your company, organizational charts, articles, share
accolades and awards, and ways in which to connect with their colleagues.
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Offer opportunities for varied work assignments.
Invite the student to attend meetings, off-site events, and business and networking
opportunities. This will show them a different side of the business world, which will lead
to long-term engagement. Coach them on this type of involvement and how to be
successful in meeting new people in these settings – it may lead to a positive impact on
your business.
Find an appropriate supervisor.
This person will serve as the direct point of contact for your intern. Assigning a person
that can engage with an intern and help guide them while at your company will be
instrumental to the intern and the program’s success.
Help interns network within the company.
Find staff members that are willing to share their stories and experiences. This gives an
opportunity for the student to ask questions about employees and their professional
development. They may ask for advice or insight as how best to perform a function of
their position.
Provide regular feedback.
For most interns, this will be their first professional experience. Offer them feedback and
provide coaching opportunities. Knowledge is key – the more they have, the more
successful the student will be.
Ask for feedback.
As a staff person, you view day-to-day operations much differently than that of a new
person. Have the intern tell you how they believe the agency is doing/did with the
program. This information can be used for creating new programs, and develop and
improve upon existing ones.
Keep in touch with interns.
Not only does this allow you to develop a close relationship with this person, it may lead
to a future permanent placement opportunity. You may be able to use them as a brand
ambassador in promoting future openings.
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LEGAL
INFORMATION
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School-to-Work Information (NH Department of Labor)
• School-to-Work Information
• School-to-Work FAQs
United States Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) – updated January 2018
• Under the U.S. Fair Labor Standards Act, an internship must satisfy the following seven
criteria before it is considered unpaid:
• The extent to which the intern and the employer clearly understand that there is no
expectation of compensation. Any promise of compensation, express or implied, suggests
that the intern is an employee—and vice versa.
• The extent to which the internship provides training that would be similar to that which
would be given in an educational environment, including the clinical and other hands-on
training provided by educational institutions.
• The extent to which the internship is tied to the intern’s formal education program by
integrated coursework or the receipt of academic credit.
• The extent to which the internship accommodates the intern’s academic commitments by
corresponding to the academic calendar.
• The extent to which the internship’s duration is limited to the period in which the
internship provides the intern with beneficial learning.
• The extent to which the intern’s work complements, rather than displaces, the work of
paid employees while providing significant educational benefits to the intern.
• The extent to which the intern and the employer understand that the internship is
conducted without entitlement to a paid job at the conclusion of the internship.
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Paid and Sub-wage/Unpaid Internships
Paid internships – Complete:
• Form W-4
• Form I-9
• NH Employment Security New Hire Reporting Form
Unpaid internships – Complete:
• Portion to be completed by educational institution and your company:
Pre-Screening of School-to-Work Business Partner. Once completed, email a
copy of the form to InspectionDiv@dol.nh.gov and “cc” the educational
institution.
• Once approved, your company will be notified and listed on the List of
Pre-Approved Work Sites.
• Portion to be completed by educational institution and your company: Approval
Form for Under Wage or Non-Paid Work-Based Activities. Once completed,
email a copy of the form and the position description to
InspectionDiv@dol.nh.gov and “cc” the educational institution.
• Form W-4
• Form I-9
• NH Employment Security New Hire Reporting Form
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NHINTERNSHIPS.COM
REFERENCE GUIDE
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NHINTERNSHIPS.COM REFERENCE GUIDE
NHINTERNSHIPS.COM REFERENCE GUIDE

NHInternships.com is an initiative of Stay Work Play NH to promote and grow the future
workforce of New Hampshire. This free resource is available to New Hampshire employers
to post their open internship positions and students that are seeking educational
experiences in the state. The platform is unique in that students currently enrolled in
higher education in New Hampshire, AND students native to the state attending school
elsewhere, have access to the platform – retaining and attracting young talent to the
state.
Features
●
●
●
●
●
●

Free resource with individual login credentials
Post as many open positions as often as you like
Positions are posted for 90 days to keep listings fresh and current to students
Be proactive in browsing student resumes
View the amount of traffic your position has received
Receive email notifications about applicants and position listing details
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Homepage
View a list of the available internship positions from New Hampshire employers with the
most recent listing found at the top on NHInternships.com.
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Menu options include:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Founding Partners: Out founding partners in the development the
NHInternships.com platform.
Contact/Feedback: Contact us with questions or feedback regarding the site.
Guidelines: General practices for employers and students when using the platform.
Terms & Conditions: Use of the website, privacy policy, disclaimers, etc.
Submit an Internship: User must be logged in to post an internship opportunity.
Page will direct user to login to the account or register.
Login/Register: Login to the account or register for a new account.

Upon logging in, you will have access to:
●
●

Browse Resumes: Allows employer access to browse student resumes. Has a had
keyword search feature.
My Dashboard: Allows employer to view and edit current, pending and expired
internship position listings. Edit and view profile here.
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Login/Register
To create a free account:
●
●
●

Visit NHInternships.com.
Select “Login/Register” at the top right corner of website.
Complete the “Create a Free Account” information.
○ Account type will default to the Employer.
○ Password must be at least 7 characters.
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Post an Internship
●

Enter in company information
○ Complete the company section for your post preview to link to your
company’s website.
○ When providing link to website be sure include the full http address.
○ Provide appropriate tags that the student would use in researching a
position. i.e. marketing, accounting, manufacturing, etc.
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●

Enter details about the internship position
○ It is not required to enter the salary information, though it is recommended.
○ Provide location area to make it easier for students searching for positions in
their region of the state.

●

Provide descriptive information about the internship
○ In-depth information about position details should be listed here - general
overview, responsibilities, tasks, qualifications, etc.
○ HTML is not allowed.
○ Please note: There MUST be an educational component listed within the title
and description.
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●

●

How to apply
○ It is encouraged to have the student apply direct to the NHI platform.
■ Example language: “If interested, please apply below and include your
resume and a brief cover letter outlining your interest and
qualifications.”
○ HTML is not allowed.
Application email address
○ Provide the email address of the person that will be receiving the
applications. This may differ from the user that created the account.
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Preview your Internship
●
●
●

The top portion is a preview of how the listing will be viewed on the homepage.
Confirm that all position details are listed, spelling and grammar are checked, and
how to apply details are correct.
There is one more confirmation page prior to your post being published.
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Confirm your Internship Listing
●

The final step prior to your company’s post being published. Once confirmed,
students may begin to apply to your position.
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Your Post is LIVE!
●
●
●

The calendar icon at the bottom of the listing will state the amount of days that
remain on the position.
The “Edit” feature at the bottom right portion of the listing is available should there
be a need to add or remove language.
Also, find the number of views your internship has received listed above the “Edit”
feature.
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Dashboard
●

Live: Allows the user to edit current posts and select to end them prior to the 90
day period (hopefully due hiring an intern!).
○ Will show the amount of the views the position has received.
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●

Pending: Allows the user to edit a drafted post and continue making edits.
○ These positions have not been published on the website.
○ Continue drafting the position and move to publish it or “Cancel” the draft of
the position to move it the the “Ended” tab.
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●

Ended: Lists expired positions and is no longer available on the website.
○ View cancelled positions and make necessary edits to publish.
○ View expired position listings and “Relist” the position. Will prompt the user
to the “Enter Internship Details” screen to make edits before being published
on the website.
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My Profile
●
●

Make edits to login credentials - username, password, etc.
Provide information about the company including website, social media links and
company details.
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Browse Resumes
●
●

Be proactive in your recruitment! View resumes and find qualified students that
have the skills to match your internship program.
Search applications by keyword, city, etc.

Questions about NHInternships.com? Contact Beth at beth@stayworkplay.org.
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RESOURCES
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GENERAL

Business & Industry Association (BIA NH)
122 North Main Street, #2
Concord, NH 03301
mail@BIAofNH.com
(603) 224-5388
biaofnh.com

Human Resources State Council of NH
379 Amherst Street, PMB #338
Nashua, NH 03063
Michelle.gray@hrsynergyllc.com
(603) 261-2402
nhstatecouncil.shrm.org

National Association of Colleges and
Employers (NACE)
62 Highland Avenue
Bethlehem, PA 18017-9085
(610) 868-1421
naceweb.org

NH Career & Technical Education
170 Warren Street
Concord, NH 03301
support@nhcta.org
nh-cte.org

NH College & University Council
3 Barrell Court, Suite 100
Concord, NH 03301
(603) 225-4199
nhcuc.org

NH Department of Education
101 Pleasant Street
Concord, NH 03301
Eric.Feldborg@doe.nh.gov
(603) 271-3494
education.nh.gov

NH Department of Labor
95 Pleasant Street
Concord, NH 03301
InspectionDiv@dol.nh.gov
(603) 271-0127
nh.gov/labor

NHInternships.com

beth@stayworkplay.org
(603) 860-2245
NHInternships.com

Reaching Higher NH

40 North Main Street, Suite 204
Concord, NH 03301
staff@reachinghighernh.org
(603) 715-9696
reachinghighernh.org
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NH COLLEGES & UNIVERSITIES
CAREER ADVISOR DIRECTORY
Develop relationships with career advisors to establish a pipeline of young talent for current and future recruitment.

Antioch University New England
www.antioch.edu/new-england
Stephen Corso, Director, Practica & Internships
scorso@antioch.edu

Colby-Sawyer College
www.colby-sawyer.edu
Jennifer Tockman, Director of Career Development
jennifer.tockman@colby-sawyer.edu
(603) 526-3765

Dartmouth College
sites.dartmouth.edu/cpd
Fiona Hall, Assistant Director, Employer Relations
fiona.hall@dartmouth.edu
(603) 646-1163

Franklin Pierce University (Rindge campus)
www.franklinpierce.edu
Misty Start, Director of Career Services
Ann Goodrich-Bazan, Assistant Director of Career
Services
careercenter@franklinpierce.edu
(603) 899-1070

Granite State College
www.granite.edu
Non-credit bearing opportunities:
Jan Coville, Director of Career Services
jan.coville@granite.edu
(603) 447-3970
Credit opportunities:
Tiffany Doherty, Director of Career Services
tiffany.doherty@granite.edu
(603) 447-3970

Great Bay Community College
www.greatbay.edu
Deanna Friedman, Interim Associate Vice
President of Academic Affairs
greatbayadvising@ccsnh.edu
(603) 427-7728

Hellenic American University
hauniv.edu
Academic Success Center
success@hauniv.edu

Keene State College
www.keene.edu
Pat Halloran, Director of Academic and
Career Advising
phallora@keene.edu
(603) 358-2453

Lakes Region Community College
www.lrcc.edu
Andy Duncan, Workforce Development
Coordinator
aduncan@ccsnh.edu
(603) 366-5329

Manchester Community College
www.mccnh.edu
Mary Ann Gaschnig, Career and Outgoing
Transfer Advisor
mgaschnig@ccsnh.edu
(603) 206-8171
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CAREER ADVISOR DIRECTORY, CONT.
Nashua Community College
www.nashuacc.edu
Patricia Klein, Director of Academic Advising
Center
pklein@ccsnh.edu
(603) 578-6817

New England College
www.nec.edu
Eugene Durkee, Director, Career & Life Planning
edurkee@nec.edu
(603) 428-2358
Meghan Brandow, Internship Coordinator
mbrandow@nec.edu
(603) 428-2355

New Hampshire Institute of Art (NHIA)
www.nhia.edu
Lindsay Coats, Director of Career Services
careerservices@nhia.edu
(603) 836-2155

New Hampshire Technical Institute (NHTI)

Plymouth State University

www.plymouth.edu
Erik Pavesic, Career Counselor at the Career
for Student Success
efpavesic@plymouth.edu
(603) 535-2336

River Valley Community College

www.rivervalley.edu
Morgan Sailer, Career and Transfer Services
Coordinator for CTE Programs
msailer@ccsnh.edu
(603) 542-7744 ext. 5405

Rivier University

www.rivier.edu
Patricia Antonelli, Executive Director of
University Career Services
pantonelli@rivier.edu
(603) 897-8345

www.nhti.edu
Academic Advising
nhtiadvising@ccsnh.edu
(603) 230-9306

Saint Anselm College

Northeast Catholic College

Southern New Hampshire University

www.northeastcatholic.edu
Career Pathways
administration@northeastcatholic.edu
(603) 456-2656

www.anselm.edu
Brittany Ray, Assistant Director, Internships
and Career Advising
bray@anselm.edu
(603) 641-7594
www.snhu.edu
Christina Casella, Employer Relations &
Recruiting Coordinator
careerdevelopment@snhu.edu
(603) 645-9793
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CAREER ADVISOR DIRECTORY, CONT.
Thomas More College of Liberal Arts
thomasmorecollege.edu
Hannah O’Connor, Admissions Officer
hoconnor@thomasmorecollege.edu
(603) 880-8308

University of New Hampshire (Durham
campus)

www.unh.edu
Raina Sarvaiya, Director of Employer Relations
employer.relations@unh.edu
(603) 862-2070

University of New Hampshire (Manchester
campus)

www.manchester.unh.edu
Melissa Lyon, Director of Career and Professional
Success
Melissa.lyon@unh.edu
(603) 641-4327

University of New Hampshire School of Law
law.unh.edu
Career Services
careerservices@law.unh.edu
(603) 513-5182

White Mountains Community College

www.wmcc.edu
Tamara Roberge, Project Manager, Community
and Corporate Affairs
troberge@ccsnh.edu
(603) 342-3062
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SAMPLE FORMS
AND
DOCUMENTS
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SAMPLE FORMS
AND DOCUMENTS
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Stay Work Play NH
235 Hanover Street, Suite 1
Manchester, NH 03104
info@stayworkplay.org
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